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Film production role 1 Editor  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 3/4

Comments

This candidate clearly understands role of editor. There is a clear filmmaker intent linked 
to specific influences and genre. There is a good level of research and good use of visual 
evidence. There is adequate challenge and some more difficult techniques attempted. 
The candidate explains the process well and provides a solid reflection. There is limited 
evaluation, but the candidate had clearly met the expectations of the assessment. The work 
evidences the following command term in the portfolio pages: Explain. 

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 4/4

Comments

The film reel evidences excellent use of editing techniques. The candidate is knowledgeable 
and capable in their chosen film production role. Subtitles help explain the candidate’s 
filmmaker intention throughout (this is much less distracting than approaching the reel as a 
director’s cut, as some candidates chose to provide). 

Film production role 2 Cinematographer  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 4/4

Comments

The pages provide excellent details regarding filmmaker intention, research and influences. 
Artistic exploration and production skills are in line with intention and influences. There 
is a good evaluation at the end. The work evidences the following command term in the 
portfolio pages: Evaluate. 

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 4/4

Comments
The candidate demonstrates skill in the film production role of cinematography very well. 
The film is a good representation of the genre. There is clearly creativity and production skill 
demonstrated here. Successful.

Film production role 3 Director  

Criterion A Portfolio pages (4) Mark 4/4

Comments

The pages provide clear filmmaker intentions, research and influences. These all clearly lead 
the artistic exploration and production skill. Evaluation is minimal, but is still evident. The 
best fit places this work in the top mark band. The work evidences the following command 
term in the portfolio pages: Evaluate.

Criterion B Film reel (4) Mark 3/4

Comments

The submitted film is good. The candidate signposts some directorial decisions which adds 
clarity for the examiner. While the film suffers some issues with focus and some of the camera 
work detracts from the overall film, the performances are good and the candidate is capable 
in their chosen role.



Film teacher support material 2

Commentary

General 
commentary 

This is an excellent Film Portfolio. The candidate made it easy for 
the assessor to mark the work, with clearly defined filmmaker 
intentions and signposting key techniques in the film reel. There 
is an excellent range of skills presented here and the candidate 
demonstrated creativity and production skill in multiple film 
production roles. 

Total

Mark
22/24


